G = (xi, ••-,*";
Ri, ■ ■ ■ , Rn) = (*; 2c).
One may wish to decide whether or not G is trivial (G=l). I shall discuss some properties of the trivial group and some decision techniques.
The symbols G, R, Ri will refer to those given above.
II. Simple words. In a free group F generated by the symbols Xi, • • • , xn, of rank n, a word (element) Wi(xu • • ■ , x") =wL(x) is said to be simple (or a simple x-word) if there exist n-1 others, w2(x), • • • , wn(x), which together with Wi(x) generate F. If Vi(x),
• • • , vn(x) is another generating set of x-words, the set i>i(x), v2(x), • • • , vn(x) may not generate F. That is, a collection of n simple x-words may not be a generating set. I shall call the x-words Wi, • • • , wk, k ^ n, of F a set of simple words, or briefly a simple set, if they can be completed to (a "complete set of simple words") Wi, ■ ■ • , wn that generate F.
The elements 2?i, • • • , Rn of F need not be simple or a simple set even if G=l.
(Examples are given in §111, below.) Whether or not they are can be determined and if they are then xi, • • • , x" are a simple set of R-words [6] .
If they are not, the following rather obvious fact holds: Theorem 1. Suppose the elements Ru • ■ • , Rn of the free group F of rank n, generated by xL, • • ■ , xn, have t conjugates, R{, • ■ ■ , R¡, that can be written as a simple set (of g-words) in terms of the symbols g, = x*i, i: 1, ■ • ■ , t, j: 1, • ■ ■ , n, and that those nonzero integers ¿,-belonging to one subscript j are relatively prime. Then the normal subgroup generated by Ri, • • • , Rn in F is F itself.
Proof. Since the Ri are a complete set of simple g-words, they generate gi, ■ • • , gt. As the latter, in their turn generate x%, • ■ • , x" the conclusion follows.
Note that the expressions so gotten for the xy in terms of the R¡ constitute a set of simple i?'-words. If W'i is the expression of IF,-written out in terms of the N(g¡), then each W'i belongs to some one of the factors (Grushko's theorem) [3] . Abbreviate N(g¡) to s< and suppose G above is isomorphic to the free group of rank ra, P". Then one may take G, as free cyclic, say subgroup F¿ of the free group Fh generated by the h symbols s¿ such that P(si, • • • , Sk)C is a simple 5-word. In G, this word C is the identity, so one may put yi = pC(s) (s denoting the collection of these s,), whereby yi is expressed as a simple s-word. As any simple word in the free group F*, has a completion, so does pC(s). Set si* = pC(s) (this is yi) and s2*, • • • , s * a set that completes it in Fh. Then, in G, s* = y'i,i:l,
• • • , h, for some integers r,-. Furthermore, the words Sj*s1*~'r'', i: 2, • • • , h also complete Si* to a full set of free generators of Fh.
This procedure, carried out for each j: I, ■ ■ • , ra, yields ra sets of simple s-words. As no S; appears in two of these sets, and as the total number of s-words gotten is q, they form a complete simple set of 5-words in Fq=F(si, • • • , sq).
As ii, • • • , sq are simple qua g-words, so is this new set. Note that it consists of the n words yi(g), • • • , yn(g) that generate G (G is now isomorphic to P") and q -n words, say yn+i(g), ■ • • , yq(g), which are consequences of the defining relations of G. The free factors Gi=F(yi), i:l, --■ , n, posited above can be chosen in advance from among all possible factorizations of G into n free factors. So, if G is P(xi, • • • , xn), the free cyclic factors F(xi) may be chosen as the G,. Then F(xi) = P(z,(x)).
Because the only elements in F(xi) that generate it are x¿ and its inverse, the element z,(x) must be one of these.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Remark 1. Nielsen's method can also be used to prove this. The method is described in [l].
Remark 2. One reason why Theorem 2 fails to give an effective procedure to decide whether G is trivial is exemplified in (b) of §111. The finite process that works in the first group mentioned under (a) of §111 yields only a proper subgroup, H, of F, while the normal closure of H is, of course, F. This is verified easily by Nielsen's method referred to above. It follows that at least one conjugate zR¿z~l, of some Ri, is needed to generate F in the sense of Theorem 2 that has longer x-length (the number of x-symbols in a word) than the x-length of Ri\ there is no general method to find this zRgr1.
Let Si again stand for a simple x-word in F= P", with Of course, neither (1) nor (2) suffices to make G trivial. Are they necessary? I have no counterexample.
However, when ra = 2, these conditions are always met (up to an automorphism of F=F2). This follows from two observations: in the free group F2, generated by Xi and x2, any element of the commutator subgroup vanishes modulo either x¿; if the normal subgroup Pi and P2 generate in F2 is F2 itself, then modulo commutators, P¡ = 5¿ for some pair of generators Si = Si(x), i: 1, 2. Thus one may write F2 and the P¿ in terms of the Si, so that G = (ii, s2; S1C1, s2C2) with the d elements of the commutator subgroup of F2. As 5<C< vanishes modulo s¡, the conclusion follows. This is a special case of restricting the integer k to the values ra -1 and ra, with ra arbitrary. Here too, the conditions (1) and (2) This result also takes care of the group G* -(a, b\ ab-2aborlbarlb, ab-1(b<r1b<r1b)-1air*a(ba-1b(r1b)t) = (a, b; aCi, bC2),
Ci, C2 elements of the commutator subgroup of F(a, b). When one applies automorphisms of the free group on a and b to the words aCi and bC2 to reduce their a, i-length (a finite procedure [6] ), one arrives at a2bz and o3è4. It follows that G* is also trivial. is trivial [5] . The method just used for G* fails to discover this.
This group is a special case of (a, b, c; bab~1a~'~1, eie-1ô-<-1, acarxc~i~v) with t a fixed integer. When t is greater than 1, this group is not trivial The corresponding statement for R2 and R3 gives three words Ui(a, b), u2(b, c), u%(a, c) ; the i?,-are consequences of these words. Then, factoring out the Ui from G gives H = G/ui, u2, m3 = (a, b, c; Ui, u2, ui).
This group H satisfies the conditions of Greendlinger's theorem [2] , which means that every consequence of Mi, u2, u% contains at least five symbols. It follows that G cannot be trivial.
One is an isomorphism between G2 and H, one finds that G2 = (a, b, c; a~2b2a2b-\ b~2c2b2c-2, (rWcr3) is not trivial.
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